Sr. UI/UX Developer

MyGov is the citizen engagement platform of Government of India. It is an Independent Business Division under Digital India Corporation, a Section 8 company under Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology. Details about MyGov can be seen at https://MyGov.in.

MyGov is looking for Sr. UI/UX Developer to join our team who would be responsible to translate graphic and functional designs to state-of-the-art responsive website themes.

The primary focus would be to develop new user-facing features, must possess detailed knowledge and experience of using Design tools and technologies like Adobe, CoralDraw, Figma etc.

You will be under probation for the first 3 months from the date of joining. It is not mandatory for MyGov to absorb you or offer you regular contract after the completion of the probation period. The period of probation can be reduced or increased by MyGov and shall be solely based upon your performance.

After successful completion of initial contract period, regular contract will be given.

Please review the positions listed below and apply in the form given in this notification. MyGov is hiring experienced professionals for Sr. UI/UX Developer.

Interested candidates may apply in this form.
Sr. UI/UX Developer

Designation: Senior UI/UX Developer (MyGov Manager Level)

Position: One

Age Limit: 25 - 35 Years

Education Requirement: MCA/B.Tech or Equivalent

Experience: 4 - 5 years relevant experience and one year experience, at least in Project Management roles.

Key Position Requirements:

- Understanding of web markup, including HTML5, CSS3, LESS and SASS.
- Translate graphic and functional designs to state-of-the-art responsive website themes.
- The candidate must have independently handled at least five large projects of designing Websites / Portals / Applications and Mobile Apps.

Knowledge and Experience Requirements:

- Candidates must possess detailed knowledge and experience of using Design tools and technologies like Adobe, CoralDraw, Figma etc.
- Knowledge of Photoshop or similar tools.
- Proficient understanding of cross-browser compatibility issues and ways to work around them.
- Good understanding of SEO principles and ensuring that application will adhere to them.

Key Responsibilities:

- Develop new user-facing features.
- Build reusable code and libraries for future use.
- Ensure the technical feasibility of UI/UX designs.
- Optimize application for maximum speed and scalability.
- Work closely with Product Owner & Developers for technical implementation of new features and revamps.